
Rad229: MRI Signals and Sequences (Autumn 2018) Homework 6

Rad 229 Homework 6
Due Wed, Nov 21, 11:59pm

(Email to bah@stanford.edu)

1 Fat Saturation (C4.1)

For this question, refer to Fig. 1 You should also have access to a Bloch simulator (or write one!) that

Figure 1: Fat-Saturation sequence and spectrum of fat that is in fatspec-
trum.mat.

can simulate magnetization during an RF pulse for different frequencies.

a. Use sinc.m to generate an RF pulse that is sampled every 10µs, that has a bandwidth (FWHM) of 400
Hz, and a duration under 8 ms. Plot the pulse waveform, scaled in µT, so that it achieves a flip angle
of 90◦.

b. Now simulate the saturation sequence, to calculate the mz at the end of the dephaser gradient, assuming
the RF pulse is centered at 0 Hz. To do this, simulate the effect of the pulse on a δ(f − f0) spectral
distribution, for f0 varying over the range -500 Hz to 500 Hz.

c. Now assume the spectrum in fatspectrum.mat, and the RF is centered at -410 Hz. Plot mz as a
function of frequency.

d. Repeat the prior part, but sum up the fat signal over all frequencies. Then vary the center frequency
from -600 Hz to 0 Hz (in any efficient manner you like) and plot the total signal as a function of the RF
center frequency. Superimpose the total water signal as a function of the center frequency, assuming
that water is a single peak of amplitude 1, at 0 Hz.

2 Half-Fourier and Homodyne (E1.1)

This problem has lots of steps, to guide you along, but should not be too difficult to code up. Start by
downloading a nice looking roughly square MR image from the web - google for “MRI sample Image”
should get you there. Save an image file - most formats should work. Choose an image that is at least
256 ×256 pixels, ideally higher. Read the whole question and code this all as a function to save you time
later!!
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a. Load the image into Matlab with something of the form im=sum(imread(’filename’),3);
im=double(im); Crop the image to N ×N pixels (square, you choose N as an even number).

b. Make up an arbitrary phase variation, though you will want to control this later. A 2D array, the
same size as your image, with mostly zeros but a few coefficients near the center is a good start.
Take the FFT, say ang=fftshift(fft(fftshift(array))), and scale to within -π to π, then
let ph=exp(i*ang); You might want to code this all into a function so that you can vary the spatial
frequency content.

c. Multiply your image by ph, and display the image and the image phase.

d. Make a low-resolution mask lpf that is a 1D array with zeroes everywhere, but ones for some width w
(even number) in the center.

e. Make a “merging” filter fm = [zeroes(1,N/2-w/2) [0:w-1]/w ones(1,N/2- w/2)], where w is some width
as above.

f. Take a centered fft() of your image from (c). Pre-multiply this by a diagonal matrix diag(lpf) and
by diag(fm). Take the centered ifft() of each and show the image result (magnitude and phase).

g. Take the angle of the low-resolution image in part (f) - call that phest. Multiply the other image in
part (f) by exp(-i*phest). Take the real part of the result and display it.

h. Try to vary the phase ph in (b) and the width w to see how they affect the image quality in (g). Show
images of 2 other cases that differ in image quality from (g) and explain what you are seeing!

i. (Optional) You may also want to experiment with demodulating by conj(ph) in (g) to see cases when
homodyne fails even with a perfect phase estimate - this is optional.

3 Slice Interleaving (E1.3)

A radiologist asks you to scan 6 slices with TR strictly between 400 and 560ms to achieve T1 contrast,
aiming to achieve minimal blurring and minimal T2 weighting. You select a spin-echo train sequence with
8 echoes, and the scanner shows a minimal echo spacing of 9 ms.

a. What is the duration of pulses for the full 8-echo train, including the 90◦excitation? Make any assump-
tions that youd like, but state them.

b. You aim to minimize the total scan time for 6 interleaved slices. Given (a), and a matrix of 256 ×256,
what is this scan time?

c. The radiologist realizes that actually 8 slices are required. Is it possible to interleave all 8 slices given
the TR range? Explain your answer.

d. You realize that the object is tapered, and you can actually get away with only 50% of the FOV for the
slices on the end. Can you think of an efficient scheme to do this, within the specifications? State any
assumptions you are making.
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4 Projection Imaging (E2.1)

Here you will make a radial trajectory, and use golden-angle increment to generate sampling patterns and
study some effects.

a. Define a k-space spoke as k = [-0.5:0.001:0.5]’. Now multiply this vector as ka = k * exp(
i*π/180*[0:200]*111.246 ). To plot a subset of spokes from m to n, simply run plot(ka(:,n:m)); Plot the
trajectories for spokes 1-10, 1-30, 1-60 and 1-200. What do you observe about the overall trajectories?

b. Use gridmat.m to calculate and display the PSFs for the last 3 combinations. Use |ka| as the density
compensation (density is 1/|ka|), and a grid size of 512. Scale the brightness of the PSFs to show the
initial aliasing.

c. Repeat part (b) but instead of gridding all 1s, define kdat = randn(size(ka)); then grid this
data, and display the image. Do an FFT of a simple 512x512 matrix of noise to compare, and comment
on the differences.

d. Now simulate a square object that is 300 pixels on a side. Set
kdat=sinc(300*real(ka)).*sinc(300*imag(ka)); Grid the data, reconstruct, and comment.
(Brighten the image 10x so you can see the effect!)

e. Delay your data (for all spokes) with kdat = circshift(kdat,[n 0]); where n is a number of
samples. Reconstruct and show the effect on the image for n=1 and 2. Comment on what happened.

f. Repeat part (d) for all spokes, but first add complex, gaussian noise to the k-space data. Add enough
noise that it is easily noticeable, then display the reconstructed image. Then take the image from (d)
and add about the same amount of complex gaussian noise to the image and display. Compare the
noise appearance in the images.
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